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Process 01' Obtaining Printing Sur faces. ! the facts with other products. Pure aniline and benzol I AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS. 
The following is a proces8 by Mr. W. B. Woodbury, of 'I showed the same anomalies, yet there can be no doubt as to Mr. Asa Chandler Hinson, of Pidcock Ranch, Texas, has 

London: the composition of bodies which have been for years so com- patented an improved stock and suitable devices for con· 
When it is desired to prepare a cast of ordinary type or pletely studied; 100 parts of benzol, C.H., have given quan- I necting a plow to any pair of wheels and axle forming a 

engraved blocks a mould is taken in any of the usual mate- j tities of water and carbonic acid such that the sum of the I part of a wagon. By these simple additional connections a 
rials-I,laster of Paris or paper. Into this mould is pressed weights of carbon and hydrogen present is = 101 to 101'5. I farmer may construct a sulky plow in a cheaper and simpler 
a thin sheet of tin foil, lead, or other sufficiently ductile All causes of error inherent in such analyses have been ex- ' manner. 
metal, the back of Which-that is, the depl'€ssed surface-is amined and discussed, and more than 150 experiments made. Mr. Jacob S. Baker, of New Freedom, Pa., has patented 
filled up with a solution of gelatinous material which will The a�thor has sought to prepare �u.re gubstances which 

I 
an .illlprov�me�t in fe:tilizer attachments

. 
for grain drills: 

set sufficiently hard. The compound sheet of tin foil and should gIVe 100 per cent, and others glvmg 101 per cent. In whICh consists 10 certam means for operatmg the valve that 
gelatine thus formed is then removed from the monld, and so doing he has made t he curious observation that if Cauca-) controls the discharge from the hopper. 
its metallic face may be used as a surface to be printed from sian petroleum, aniline, and benzol are heated with sodium An improved coupling for sulky plows has been patented 
in the usual way, being either laid flat upon the bed of an or copper, and distilled, they acquire the property of giving by Mr. Michael Kite, of Prairie 'township, Jackson County, 
ordinary printing press, or being hent or curved round the more than 1t}0 per cent on analysis, and retain it for a long Mo. The object of this invention is to anow a sulky plow 
surface of the cylinder of a suitable printing machine. The time if kept in the dark. An exposure of two hours to the to be turned at the corner of a "land" without raising the 
method above described may be used to reproduce printing liglJt was sufficient to cause a sample which had previously plow from the ground, and also to prevent side draught 
surfaces from blocks or plates of wood, metal, or other mate given 100 to 101'5, in a series of determination�, to show no upon the sulky tongue. The invention consists in a double 
flal having engraved or other designs upon them, as well a" more than 100 per cent. Thus sodium and copper would hing6 coupling for sulky plqwR, constructed with a U shaped 
from ordinary type; and sometimes, where the whject of have the curious property of modifying certain substances bar and a bolt for damping the plow beam, and the three 
the design to be reproduced is 0[' suitable character, and without changing their apparent properties. The fact of bent bars hinged to the clamp bolt and to the draw bail of 
moisture is not present in the printing ink or during the the possibility of causing compounds to yield more than 100 the sulky, whereby the plow beam will have a free lateral 
operation of printing, gelatine or gelatinous material may per cent by the action of sodium, and restoring them to the and vertical play. 
be poured directly into the cast or mould, without the inter· normal state by the action of light, eliminates all errors due .. .. I .. 

velltion of tin or other metal foil, and the gelatme surface sa to weighings a-nd manipulations; sucll errors would appear Mechanical Excitation 01' the Optic Nerve. 
ootrrined may i Iself be used when dry as a printing surface promiscuously in bodies whether modified by sodium or not. It is commonly believed that, like most other nerves, the 
without the intervention of the metallic face. The gelatine or M. Schiitzenberger, without proposing any formal theory, optic is sensitive to mechanical stimulation, that thus sen. 
gelatinous material may be hardened and rendered more im- suggests that the composition of water and of carbonic acid sations of light may be excited, just as they are by a simi 
pervious to water by the addition of a small quantity of is not always what is supposed. It may alw be that the lar stimulation of ·the retinal elements. The question has 
chrome or other alum, or other substance capable of hard- weight of atoms varies within certain narrow limits. been recently re-examined by Schmidt-Rimpler, who comes 
ening gehdne and rendering it insoluble. If what we call an atom is merely the result of a v ibratory' to the conclusion that the current opinion is true, although 

The surface of the tin foil which forms the printing surface, movement of matter according to a certain law, this vibra- the grounds on which it is hased are not altogether correct. 
or of the gelatine, is p referably electroplated with a deposit tory movement of the hydrocarbons may possibly be modi- It is usually asserted that division of the nerve in enuclca
of nickel, steel, or other hard metal for the purpose of ren- fled by that of sodium or by the luminous vibration.-Revue tion of the eyeball causes a sensation of light. The fact is, 
dering it more durable, and such deposit may be effected Bcientifiques and Les �Vondes. however, doubtful. Rothmund, of Munich, has several 
upon the surface of the sheet either before it is applied to ••• I .. times extirpated an eyeball without amllsthetics, and bas 
and pressed into the cast or mOUld, as described, or after '.I'he Mean Velocity of' Streams. never known the division of the nerve to cause a sensation 
the compound printing 8urface has been completed. In At a recent meeting of the American t;ociety of Civil En- of light. It is probable, however, that in many such cases 
cases where it is desired that the printing surface to be pm- gineers, a paper by Mr. R. E. McMath, of !:It. Louis, on the the fibers of the nerve are totally degenerated. A more duced shall oe more or less soft or flexible, so that it may be above subject, was read, and with it was presented a set of conclusive instance has been met with by Schmidt-lUmpier. 
used as a hand 01' other printing stamp, gelatine or gelati- diagrams of curves, deduced from the experiments of J B. A large part of the contents of one orbit had to be removed 
nous material, to which has been added a suHicient quantity Francis, at Lowell, from the observations of Gen. Theo. G. on account of epith!::lioma. The eyeball was healtby, and 
of glycerine or other substauce, such as sugar, capable of Ellis, upon the flow of the Connecticut River. from the vision with it considerable, but it could not be saved. The 
renoering the mixture sufficiently soft, flexible, and elastic records of the flow of the Mississippi, made by Generals patient was perfectly conscious when the nerve was 
when dry, i; used as a back to fhe tin foil. H i d Abb t d I f ' I b divI'ded, and was asked If lie experienced any sensation of ump Ireys an 0 ,an a so rom vanous ot ler 0 ser-The proecss may oe applied to the reproduction of designs . f I fl f I M' . . .  C I b K light, Imt replied in the negative. It is suggested that the vatlOns 0 t Ie ow 0 t Ie IS�ISSIPPI, at 0 um us, y., at or pictures obtained oy means of photography in the follow- Vicksburg, :Miss., at  Carrollton, L a . ,  and at the passes at  supposed stimulatIOn of the nerve on divisirlll was really a 
iug- manner: Upon a plate of glnss a gelatinous printing sur· I I f I M' . . . stimulation of the retina in consequence of the tension of tie mout l O t Ie ISSISSlppl. face of any de.,iJ'ed design or picture is prepared by means The author of the paper presents for consideration and the globe by its neeessary fixation at the moment of division 
of light in the ordinary well known way. Upon the print- d of the nerve. Another fact which has been advanced as discussion the suggestion that, to etermine a reliable rule ing sUt'face so prepared a sheet of tinfoil, preferably electro- for the flow of streams in natural channels, the considera- proof that the optic nerve is sensitive to mechanical stimula-
plated wit.h a harder metal. i� placed, and being covered tions affecting an artificial channel should be kept entirely tion, is the sensation of light which may be produced by ex
with a numb�r of thicknesses of blotting paper, is passed d" I I d fi ' I f d' h . < treme lateral movements of the eyeball. It has been reo lstmct; t lat t Ie e mte aw 0 ISC arge over a nver IS through an ordinary rolling press, until the metal foil is usefully applicable at any transverse section above and ferred to the stretching of sOlI'e of the fibers of the optic 

pressed into intimate contact with every part of the gelatine within the influence of a river, dam, or shoal; that the rela- nerve. Rut Schmidt-Rimpler points out that the sensation 
printing surface, ever'y det�LiI of the df'sign upon which is . b d ' l ' b d thus produced is thaL of a circle of light with a dark center, tlOn etween mean an maximum ve oClty cannot erose thus reproduceo upon the hack of the metal. The surface d tl t 't t 't' orresponds I t tl in streams of irregular section; that head is pressure, but an la I S  apparen POSI IOn C near y 0 Ie 
so prepared and covered with the tin or other metal foil may not in all cases full o f  surface; that in natural streams the point of entrance of the optic nerve. It  i s  difficult to conbe used for printing- from in an ordinary printing press; or bars or shoals are substituted for the weir or dam; that the ceive that the tibers w Inch end near the disk have a course 
where tae subject requires it, as, for instance, where half- level of no discbarge is determined by the horizontal plane so separate from others that they are only stimulated when 
tones are to be produced, picture; or impressions may be ob- h I h f '  d I b I the nerve is ,;tretched. It is more probable that the phe·· t roug I t e crest 0 a weir, am, or natura ar; t lat two tained by means of gelatinous ink, more or leRs transparent, . I 1I0menon is due to extension of the sheath of the optic nerve, new hydrauhc terms may be used, name y: permanent area, applied to the printing surface, and thence transferred to I f '  b I I I f d' which puUs upon the sclcrotic around the entrance of the or t lat part 0 t-ransverse sectIOn e ow t Ie p ane 0 no IS-paper placed upon it, either by means of a flat plate of grass d d h f I I b I optic nerve, and so stimulates the retinal elements. The charge; and ruling epth, or the ept 0 tie p ane e ow or other material prC)ssed down by any suitaole press or by the surfacA. Formulre are then suggested in applIcation of absence of reaction on division of the nerve does not, how-
weights. When it is llece3sary that the design of the pic- the�e considerations. ever, exclude altog ether its mechanical sensibility, since 
tnres produced should not be reversed Mr. Woodbury uses 

--.. . • .. other nerves, motor and sensory. which certainly possess 
a white pigment, which he tramfers to black or colored this sen1'ibilitY,may lIOt react if quickly divided. That sen-
paper, or a positive in s:ead of a negative photographic pk· Veloelty ot' Propall:;atlon ot'Exploslvc Phenomena 

• .  sat ions of light may be produced by m echanical irritation of 
ture in order to obtain the gelat.ine printing surface. In the The question as to how quickly explosive phenomena in the nerve is shown by some observations made by Schmidt -
methods above descrioed, i n  order to make the tin foil aohere gases travel has now been fully studied "by MM. Berthelot Rimpler on persons from whom a n eye had been removed to tile gelatine when it is pr('ssed against and into the de- and Vieille, and the results are of a somewhat unexpected not long before. A blunt instrument was pressed agmnst 
Big:l, till" surface of the gelatine is covered with a thin solu naLure. The authors operated chiefly with an explosive mix- that part of the orbit in which the stump of the nerve was 
tion of India-rubher in oenzole. The tin or other foil pressed ture of hydrogen and oxygen at atmospheric pressure. A situated. The observations were made in a room almost 
upon it adhereR perfectly when ory. stmight horizontal lead tube, about 133 feAt long and :me- completely dark. Of six persons, in two pressure on this -.- .-.. - - --- ------ fifth inch interior diameter, was tilled with the mixture, and spot always caused a flash of light on the side of the enude-A Chenllcal Anomaly. the explosion started by means of an electric spark at one d ated eye. One of them averre that the sensation exactly re· M. SchiHzenoerger ha'l l'e(�ently made a communication to end. Thfl flame, as it went along, ruptured two electric cir- sembled that which he had before experienced when the eye-the Chemical SOCiety of P,lri�, which, if confil'med, will cuits, by acting each time on a grain of fulminate of mercury ball was galvanized. The same patients ('xperienced a simihave an important bearing upon the fun'damental principles applied to a thin strip of tin. Thus a delicate chronograph lar sensation when the stump of the nerve was galvanized. of chemical science. While pursuing his researches on the was affected (the Le Boulenge, having a precision equal to The negative result in other cases may be explained by petroleums of the Caucasus, the author has not been satis- one twenty-thousandth of a second). When the tube, instead I I f l ' more comp ete atrop Iy 0 t Ie nerve, or greater retractIOn fied with the results of his analyses, which, though made of being placed straight, was arranged in several parallel of t.he stump. These positive observations seem to establish with the greatest care, frequently showed more than 1(0 per pieces with bent joints, the velocity seemed to be the same. conclusivdy the mechanical excitability of the optic nerve. cent of matter. It is known that the ultimate analysis of The general average for both cases was 2,841. meters, or -Lancet. such oodies is effected by burning a weight, p, of the sllb- i aoout 9,470 feet, per second. A doubt, on getting this high -"� -'-
stance ill pure dry oxygen, and by weighing ',he quantifies I figure. whether it was really the rate of propagation of the, Prizes !'"r Farmers' Boys. 

of water and carbonic acid which alone are formed ill the. detonation that wa" being measured, or whether a vibratory II The priZAS won by Vermont boys last year in competition 
combustion. The weights 1) of hydrogen and p' of carbon! mothn of the metal might not have been the cause of rup- for the awards offered by the University of Vermont and 
arc deduced from the quantities of water and carbonic acid' ture of the circuits (though this seemed unlikely). was set, at State Agricultural College, through the generosity of ex
found, and we ought to have P+ZJ'= P. rest when the similar strong caoutchouc tube was found to Gov. Smith, have oeen declared. The conditions of the trial 

For this calculation to be correct it is not necessary that give like figures. With a capillary glass tube the velocity were the same as those of the former trial in 1880, and show 
the composition of water and of carbonic acid must be abso- was somewhat less, viz, 2,341 meters. Next, it was found a substantial adv8,nce, the first prize winners obtaining 5 
lutely exact and constant;  H20 must contain precisely 16 that the velocity was much the same, whether one or other bushels more of corn and 60 bushels more of potatoes to the 
parts of oxygen to 2 of hydrogen, and C02 must consist of of the ends was open alone, or both were open, .or neither. acre than the best of the former year's figures. Twenty-
32 parts of oxyg.en to 12 of caroon. The [Jest analysts of The velocity appeared to be uniform throughout the tube, five young farmers obtained yields of over 8:) bushels o f  
all countries have demonRtrated that such i s  the fact. I n  and with p ressure varied between o n e  and three, the velocity corn and over 250 bushels of potatoes to the acre, and the 
the case of M. Schiitzenberger's arialysis the weights p and seemed independent of pressure. Once more the velocity is yields range from these tigures up to the really remarkable 
p' of hydrogen and carbon, calculated for the formulre H.O different in different gases; thus, in a mixture of carbonic i ones of 127 bushels of corn aiid 552 bushels of potatoes to 
and CO., are greater than P; and he finds p-+p'=P tm. with- oxide and oxygen, it was found to be 1,089 meters, and dilU- 1 the acre! The latter result, at the prices obtained for pota· 
out being aole to find any change in the nature and purity tion of the other explosive mixture, of hydrogen and oxygen, toes I

.
ast fall. would ·repreRent a return of over $300 per acre. 

of the products weighed. with air, reduced the velocity. For instance, in a mixture The first prize on eorn was Won by Thomas B. Purdy, ot 
As the Caucasian petroleums have been but recently containing 45 per cent of the explosive gas th� velocity was 1 Manchester; the first 00 potatoes, by Frank C, Ayer, 0; 

�tudied, }[, Schutzenberger considered it necessary to verify 1,439 meters. Goshen. 
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Public W<>rks in New York City. Swedish M atches. taining considerable quantities of sulphates and carbonates 

The annual report of th0 Commissioner of Public Works During the past year, s'9.ys a correspondent of the London have no appreciable action on lead, because they form on 
shows that the department was conducted during the past Grocer, one factory alone has exported from Sweden its surface a deposit which effectually prevents all solvent 
year fllr much less than half the expenditure of 1871, not· 22,000,000 skalpunds of matches. This was the famous action. 
withstanding the large increase in area and population. The factory at Jonkoping, known all over the world by the As all lead compounds are very poisonous, great care 
amount disbursed was $3,654,523. The drought of last year name of "Jonkoping's T1tndstickor Fabrik." The factory �hould be taken, says the Brewers' Guardian, to prevent 
and the near approach to a water famine naturally led to is one of the prides of the country, for not only is it repre· contamination witL.tLis metal, and soft waters should not 
plans for increasing the water supply of the city. That of I sentative of what is rupidly beeoming an important Swedish be allowed to pass through leaden pipes or be stored ill lead· 
the Chief Engineer of the Croton Aqueduct is to construct industry, but the distinctiveness of its products has given it lined cisterns. Lead combines with oxygen in several pro· 
a dam across the Croton near its mouth, thus embracing the a certain international importance. portions. The protoxide PbO, commonly called litharge. 
entire discharge of the watershed and adding about twenty- Its origin dates from the year 1845, when a well· known is largely used ill several industries, but has DO direct inter 
three square miles to the existing drainage area. The reser· chemist, named J. E. Lundstrom, started a small manufac· est for brewers. 'fhe dioxide Pb02 is even of less import 
voir or lake formed by this dam would cover an area of over tory in Jonkuping for the production of the ordinary phos· ance, but an intermediate oxide having the composition 
3,600 acres, and would contain available storage to the phorus matches then in me. The undertaking was a suc- Pb,O. possesses a tine red color, and is largely used as a pig· 
amount of abDut 32,000,000,000 gallons, sufficient to supply cessful one, and Lundstrom was enabled to devote his ment, and is known as the red lead of commerce. None of 
the conduit with 200,000,000 gallons a day for 160 days, with· leisure to inquiries and t' xperiments having for their ohject the salts of lead require detailed deiicription. We may, how· 
out recourse to the flow of the Croton. From this reservoir the improvement of matches. The great questiou at that: eV8)', just mention a compound of the carbonate and the 
an aqueduct, mainly in rock tunnel, would be I'un to the time agitating the scientiflc world was how to make matches hydrate known as white lead, which is very extem;ively 
Harlem River, and thence to the Central Park reservoir. safe in their llse, not only as far as their explosiveness was used as a pigment, not only for the purity of its color, but 
With the aid of Mr. E. S. Chesbrough, consulting engineer, concel'lled, but also in connection with the poisonous pro· also for its great opacity. which quality cau,es it to be used 
this .plan has been worked out. The estimate made early in perlies of the ordinary or white phosphorus which was, in combination with other paints when great "body" is 
the season for constructing this work on the basis of a con- the principal ingredient in these primitive matches. In 1846 required. The great objection to lead compounds as pig
duit of 150,000,000 gallons daily delivery was $12,000,000. the Austrian cllPmist Preshel produced a new kind of ments is, that they always blacken on exposure to ail', as 
Subsequent investigation has shown that the work could be match, which, by reducing the quantity of chlorat\� of pot· the atmosphere, especially in the neighborhood of large 
executed within that estimate. The plan now proposed, ash 'in its composition, he rendered no longer detonatin�·. towns. contains traces of sulphureted hydrogen, and for 
however, contemplates an aqueduct of about 250, 000, 000 gal. The poisonous exhdation, however, yet remained. In 1847 this reason zinc·white i!;now largely substituted forwhite lead. 
Ions daily capacity, and the estimate for the construction is Dr. Schrotter, Secr'tary to the Imperial Academy at Test .. for Lead .-Tbe characteristic test for lead in solution 
$14,COO,000. Vienna, pointed out in the course of a chemical work, that is the production of a black sulphide on addition of sulphur· 

AlIuuing to the subject of preventing waste of water Emile Kopp, of Strasburg, had three years previously dis· eted hydroge " this sulphide being insoluble in dilule acids. 
the repurt says that during the year, 1,291 additional water covered the red or amorphous phosphorus, and asked Hydrochloric acid gives a white precipitate of plumbic chlo· 
meters were placed, making a total of 5,293 in use at the whether so innocuous a substance might not ad vantageously ride in not too dilute solution8, and iodid,e of potassium gives 
close of the year, distributed as follows: be substituted for white phosphorus. The suggestion was a very brilliant yellow precipitate of iodide of lead. Sui· 

No. of 
Meters. 

Gallons of lost to the world for a time. Some years afterward, how· phuric acid produces a dense white precipitate of plumbia 
Water Used 

per Day, ever, the work of Schrutter fell into the hands of Lund· sulphate, which is very insoluble. In tbe dry state the pre· 
Hotels. ... . . . .... ....................... 327 
Brcweriee, malthouses, etc,... . . . . . . . . . • .  269 

1,444,900 strom: and the latter was so struck with the feasibility of sence of lead may be detected by the easy reduction of the 
Charitable institutions ....... ........... 85 

1,187,200 this theory that he immediately set about attempting to metal in the form of a malleable bead, when a little of the 
417,000 realize it. In 1853 his experiments were crowned with suc- substance is heated on a piece of charcoal before the blow· 

Offices ... ........ . ... ....... . . .. . .... 1,542 

Factories... . ....... .... . ... . ... ....... . 234 
1,395,500 

851,400 cess. He manufactured matches w ith red phosphorus, pipe flame, In testing waters for lead contamination they 
Gas works.. .. . . .  • .. .. .. ...... .... .. ...... 32 713,700 which were doubly safe. In the first place they were must first be acidified with a drop or two of hydrochloriG 
Railroads . ... ............ ' .. . .. .. .. ..... .. 169 

Stables .............. .... . ...... .. .... ... 1,238 
1,131,100 matches of the kind known as "safety," only lighting on acid, and then a little saturated solution of sulphureted 

969,500 the box; and in the second place, in order to prevent a con- hydrogen added, or, what is slill better, a current of the gas 
Apartment honses ...  ,.................. 54 

Docks.... ......... ...... .... ............ 100 
188,700 

1,354,000 
sumption of phosphorus which might he injurious, the should be passed through the water, when, if the slighte<t 

2,272,400 phosphorus was placed, not on the match, but on the fric· trace of lead be present, a brownish tinge will be apparent, Miscellaneous.... . . . .  . .  • .. .. . .. . .. ..... 1,243 

Totals ... .. .. . ....... . .............. 5,293 1t,925,400 
tion surface of the box. Thus Lundstriim matches are and if mu('h lead be present a black p recipitate of sulphide 
"Bafety" in more way" than one: they have nothing in of lead may even separate. Nine and one· tenth miles of pipe were laid to extend the them of an explosive nature, and both in the factory and in • �. I .. distribution of Croton water, and 449 tire hydrants were the house of the consumer they are not in the slightest de· Michigan M .. ta]s. 

placed during the year. The distributing system now com- gree calculated to affect health. A comparatively small, narrow part of the State of Michi. prises 512 miles of pipes, with 5,427 stop-cocks and 6,496 fire As may be imagined, this invention of Lundstrom gave a gall, skirted its whole extPllt on the north by Lake Superior, hydrants. The general disposition to use water in a lavish great stimulus to the development of his factory. Soon a and on the south, in large part, hy Lakes Michigan and or wasteful manner is shown by the large consumption in new and more spacious site was selected for the erection of Huron, and known as the upper peninSUla, in little more the high· service districts. During the year ·4,236,000,000 an establishment on a larger scale, situated north of Lake than a quarter of a century, has contrihuted to the realized gallons of water were pumped and distributed from the high· Wettern, and with easy communication by raiL Since 1857 0 1 1th f th t 1 $300 000 000' . t service works, being 11,600,000 gallons per day, supplying mIllera wea 0 e co un ry near y , , III mgo 
the factory has been in the hands of a company, composed copper, pig iron, and iron ores. Of this immense product. 

7,492 dwellings, 444 factories, 8il stables, and 588 schools, of 11 shareholders, with a capital of 4,000,000 krDnor. The the iron mines have furnished nearly $130,(,00,000. Last churches, asylums, and other institutions.. .This is an aver· numbel' of hands employed I'S 872, of WhOI!l .1':33 al'e men " year the copper product was in value about $10,000,000, and age of 1,347 gallons pe.r day for e�ch buJ1dl�g, and an aver· and 339 women. During the past year 202,841,070 matches the iron about $18,000,000, making a total of $28,000,000, age 0: 100 gallons d�lly �er capIta. At tins rat� the con- have been made in this one establishment, the weight being while the promise for 1882, both for copper and iron, is that sumptlOn for the e�tlre clLy would be at !east 1-5,000,000 I 66,416 centner, and the aggregate vallie 2,806,744 kronor. the product will be greater. A pretty good showing for a 
pallons per day, .whl.le t�e ac�ual supply whICh the aqueduct Eight steam engines, of about 119 horse power, are em· strip of wilderness, and there is to.day more iron in sight IS capable of dehvermg IS a lIttle over 95,000,000 gallons per ployed in the factory, by which 250 different working rna· than ever before, more new mines than old ones, and more day. . . chines are set in motion. 'l'he precautions against fire are iron tenitory remaining to be opened and explored than has A� the close of the year there :vere 23,521 pubhc lamps III so efficiently carried out that the buildings nre insured for been explored up to this time, three acres to one.-Mining use In the streets, avenue!:!, publIc parks and places of the comparatively low premiums. The Jeinkoping matches are Record. 
cit�, lncluding 55 electric lights on Fifth av�nue, Broadway, made out of ash sticks, which are carefully assorted and 
Thlr:y.fourth street, Fourteen:h . street, Umon >quare,. and sawn into blocks of about one foot and a half long. After �adlson square.. Seventeen m�lhon one hundred and

. 
slxty- removing the bark, they are laid for a certain time in water, 

nl!)e thousand SIX hundred cubIC feet of gas was used III pub- to render the wood both tougher and more pliable. Sub
lic buildings, offices, mark�ts, and �rmories ull�er the charge sequently, the blocks are cut by maChinery into thin laths 
of the department. The eIght publIc baths whIch were open from 12 feet to 15 feet long, of the same thickness and width 
from June 1 to September 30 were used by 2,381,209 males as the breadth and length of the matches. By the next pro
and 1,117,323 females. An additional bath will be ready cess the laths are packed together in bundles of ahout 50 in 
for use next season. a machine which produces match slicks at the rate of 

D�ring the year 33,131 lineal feet 0: � '27 m�les of sewe.rs, 1,000.000 per hour. They are finally dried by warm air, 
487 I.meal feet of culverts, and 21 rec81vmg basms were bUIlt, dipped in t he igniting composition, and packed in boxes, 
makmg the present ex�ent of.the sewerag� �ystem . on Man- w hich are mostly made by prisoners in the jails of the 
hat�an Island 387'07 �Iles, WIth 4,595 rec81vlllg basllls. The city of London. 
entIre expense for carmg for these sewers was $115,979 77. It is worth remarking that the comforts and welfare of 

The, two most important works completed during the past the workpeople in the factory are by no means forgotten. 
yea� are the large collectlve sewer on West street,. from Dwelling places, schools, an:.! reading rooms have been 
Sprmg street to West Elevent h  street (very nearly fimshed), erected on the premises for their Role use, and a fund has 
a�d the

. 
deep sewer on Fifth avenue, between Fifty-fifth and been established by the shareholders, to which the factory 

Flfty·nmth streets. people contribute a small sum, and become thereby entitled 
The area 01' new pavements laid during the year is put to help in case of sickness or infirmity. I may mention that 

down as 324,950 square yards, covering 15'7 miles of streets Lundstrom's formula for the manufacture t;f his matches 
-an increase of 80,143 square yards over the amount of consists of a mixture of chlorate of potash, sulphate of anti. pavements laid in 1880. The present extent of paved streets mony, and gum arabic for the matches, and a similar mix
on Manhattan Island is MO;'2" miles, of which 70;'2" miles are tUre, but with red phosphorus, for the friction surface in 
cobblestone, 244 miles granite and trap block, 25�1l }lacadam, place of the chlorate of potash. 
and one·half mile asphalt. The aggregate length of streets • ' . ... 

regUlated and graded d uring the year is given as 2%" miles. Lead . 

A large part of the report deals with the difficulties en· Lead, symbol Pb, combining weight 207, is usually ob-
countered in the maintenance of the pavements. These all tained from an ore called galena, which is a sulphide, by a 
arise from tha number of underground structures in the I process of roasting. It is a soft hlue metal, easily scratched, 
streets, the full extent of these structures being 1,789'58 even by the nail; it is very malleable, but possesses but lit· 
miles, divided as follows: Sewers, 383 miles; water mains, tie tenacity. Lead me:ts at about 6000 Fah., and passes into 
512 miles; gas pipes, 885 miles; steam pipes, 1 mile; pneu- a vapor at a white heat. Its specific gravity is 11'4, and it is 
matic tubes, three·quarters mile; telegraph tubes, 1t miles; therefore one of the heaviest of metals. It is but little 
and electric light wires, 7 miles. The following permits for affected by the atmosphere, as the thin film of oxide which 
laying pipes have been granted in pursuance of action of the first forms serves to protect the metal from further change. 
Common Council: The Edison Company, 10'8 miles; United The action of water upon lead is also rather remarkable. 
States Heating and Power Company, 5'6 miles; New York Pure waters containing but little saline matter attack lead 
Steam Company, 1'5. and dissolve a portion of the metal, While bard waters cou-
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Muriate 01' Pilocarpine in Whooping Clough. 

According to Albrecht, the muriate of pilocarpine, when 
given at a sufficiently (>arl�' period, never fails to cut. Hhort 
the most serious stages of whooping cough, namely, the 
period of snffocal ive at tacks, although the duration of the 
disease as a whole is not materially shortened thereby. 
The formula recommended is piloca)·pin. muriatic ., 0 '025 
grm.; cognac f. champ., 5 grms.; syrup. cort. aurant., 
25 grms.; aq. clestill., 70 grms.; of which mixture a tea· 
spoonful up to a tablespoonful should be administered after 
every paroxysm, the dose varying with the age of the 
patient. The remedy acts very promptly, as may be demon· 
strated hy laryngoscopic examination, which discloses a 
more profu�e watery secretion and abatement of the infiam· 
matory appearances in the mucous membrane. The drug 
should be discont.inup,d as soon as the paroxysms attain a 
catarrhal character, but should be renewed whenever suffo· 
cative attacks recur.-AUgemeine Medicinalzeitung. 

. .. .... - -------

An Item in Cable Work. 

The following is taken from the Times of Indl:a: "During 
the repairs of the telegraph cable near Bombay, the steamers 
Chiltern and Great Northern were about half a mile apart, 
the former having hold of a Rhore end cable, and so was in 
telegraphic communication with Bombay; the latter having 
hold of a sea end, and 50 was in telegrliphic communication 
with Aden. The Chiltern desired the Great Northern 10 

splice on to the cahle end held by the latter, and 'Pay Oil! 
three·quarters of a mile of cable, and this was com�iliicated 
by wire from the test room of the Chiltero. p�,�in�;iIlihrollgh 
!Ill the coils of cable in her hold and on to Bombay, Wbenee 
it was sent on to Aderi. and back from Aden to the Great 
Northern, Thus, a�'a speedy means of sending a messflge 
half a mile, it was forwardf'd by a route between three find 
four thou,and miles 'long. The following morning, when 
the vesseJq were within a quarter of a mile of each other, 
communicatiops pa.ssed between them constantly in the sam( 
way." 

. 
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